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Abstract: The properties of myocardial current imaging
are tested using generalized point spread functions.
Different species of point-like current distributions
serve as input to generate synthetic measurements. A

current density reconstruction then provides
information about spatial resolution of myocardial

influence

of

noise using synthetic data reducing

the

experimental noise level step by step to numerical noise
level. On the other hand, smearing effects can origin from
discretization of scanning area and reconstruction area. An
interesting point is the sharpening of the PSF due to the
combination of electric and magnetic measurements.

imaging. The current density reconstructions are
performed using a realistic volume conductor model
and morphological constraints.
INTRODUCTION

We investigated the imaging features of "Myocardial
Current Imaging" (MCI) [1] using computer simulations. In
the framework of multichannel Magnetocardiography, MCI
might be able to reconstruct complex current distributions
on the human heart tzl. This would have important
applications diagnosing coronary heart diseases such as
anhythmias or myocardial infarctions. In principle, MCI is
a minimum norm estimate using the morphological
constraint that the impressed currents must be on the heart
muscle.

Figure 1: From MR-data segmented compartements torso,
lungs, and myocard together with the 4x31 SQUID-sensors
(circles with numbers) and measured fields.

POINT SPREAD FUNCTION
The Point Spread Function (PSF) is an important tool to
characterize (medical or non-medical) imaging techniques.
It offers a quantitative scale of the smearing effects that
show up if an image of a point-like source is made. In

particular, one deals with a ö-shaped current density
distribution (single current dipole). Here the PSF might

depend on location and orientation of the dipole. In general,

multiple point-sources, line-sources and sources that

are

distributed over large areas might show different behaviour
and cannot be extrapolated easily from the smearing of a
single point-like source. Noise will obviously increase the

smearing effects and widen the PSF. So the PSF of
biomagnetic imaging is a much more complex problem
compared to other imaging modalities.

The broadening of the PSF is a result of lots of
In our computer simulations we estimate the

components.

METHOD

The

presented technique of "Myocardial Current
is based on minimum-norm estimates with

Imaging"

morphological constraints and a Boundary Element Method

(BEM) realistic volume conductor model t3l.

The

minimum norm estimate includes a depth normalization
and a noise regularization t4l. The morphological
constraint is to use a set of several hundred reconstruction
points spread out with a mean distance of typically 7mm on
the surface of the individual endocardium. With BEM the

volume currents
modelled

in the

individual torso and lungs

in a two compartment

are

approach with isotropic

conductivities. The surfaces of the boundaries are obtained

from individual

3D-MR-data using semiautomatic
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segmentation techniques
algorithms (see Fig. 1) t5l.

and fast

triangularization

DISCUSSION

The results show, that the overall spatial resolution
(FWHM) of the method is in the range of l0-20mm (see

RESULTS

The PSF of MCI was obtained using computer
simulations. All simulations, i.e. direct and inverse
calculations as well as MR-segmentations, were performed
with the software package CURR}4M. First point sources
(single current dipoles) were used for a forward calculation
to determine the magnetic fields in a SQUID multichannel
system. As an example 4x31 channels scanning a realistic
torso were used (see Fig. 1). The "basic" imaging properties
were investigated using noiseless data - for more realistic
estimates synthetic noise was added. Many datasets were
produced with various locations and different orientations
of the dipoles. Using these synthetic data minimum norm
reconstructions were carried out and analyzed. The full-

width-half-maximum (FWHM) was determined for
In addition some examples of multiple

different cases.

Fig. 2) depending mainly on the orientation of the dipole.
Noise leads to a wider PSF. Single dipoles can be depicted
reliably and accurately. More complex current distributions
may not always be reconstructed accurately due to the fact
that the "original" taken for the forward calculation does
not fulfil the "minimum norm" condition. Potential and
limitations of the method, as mentioned above, will be
discussed.

CONCLUSION

"Myocardial Current Imaging" seems to be an accurate

tool for noninvasive measuring and visualizing

current

distributions of healthv and nonhealthv hearts.
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